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Name: Nicolaus

Age: 32

Nationality: South African

Gender: Male

Currently living
in Thailand:

No

Available to
start as soon
as posible:

Yes

Write or paste
self-intro or
cover letter or
resume here.:

My name is Nicolaus Cardoso and I am currently living in South Africa. I am in possession of a 168-hour
TEFL certificate and a 30-hour TEFL Business English Certificate, a 3 year Advanced Diploma in Public
Relations, Communications and Media Studies equivalent to a Bachelors level, as well as qualified Ballroom
and Latin Dance Coach.  
I am new to teaching English as a Foreign Language but I am and have been an experienced Top Dance
Instructor for many years. Teaching is part of who I am as a person and I have many years of teaching
experience with the age range of 5 to 60. I have worked in a school environment for different schools from
primary up to University level in a dance capacity and was Head Coach for one of South Africa’s top
Universities.  
In these roles, I honed my abilities in class instruction and customized teaching with all ages, providing a
solid foundation for all different ways of teaching with many differentt ypes of people. My communication
strength, people-centric nature and eagerness to see progress have afforded me excellent time-management
skills in relation to reaching goals for myself and others I teach. As an extroverted communicator, my focus
on building strong professional relationships has been a valuable asset throughout my career as well as
always having trust and respect from my students over the years. My friendly, approachable and fun-loving
demeaner make any interactions with me enjoyable. I am a diligent and hard-working person that always
gets the job done with a smile on my face and a spring in my step.  
I would like to apply for an NES Position, but would like to also add that due to my dance career I am
phenomenal with physical education as well and can find ways to bring dance into a school curriculum or as
an extra after school activity. Any positions you may have I would love to be considered for in Bangkok  

I would like to note that I am arriving in Bangkok between the 24th of April and 1st of May (bearing in mind
quarantine I will be available after the required period of 10 or 14 days.)

Resume: N Cardoso CV Full (1).docx
(https://kruteacher.com/images/jsnuniform/jsnuniform_uploads/6/202104172005th58_461583594480_n
cardoso cv full (1).docx)
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